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САВОЛҲОИ ТЕСТ БО ИНТИХОБИ ЯК ҶАВОБИ ДУРУСТ  
ТЕСТОВЫЕ ЗАДАНИЯ С ВЫБОРОМ ОДНОГО ПРАВИЛЬНОГО ОТВЕТА 

(READING COMPREHENSION) 
[I] 

 
1. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 
Snakes Under House 
An incident happened in Texas. A man went under his house. He wanted 

to fix something there. 
Suddenly, he saw that there were a few snakes under the old things. He 

immediately called a special company. The company came very fast and 
removed the snakes.  

The specialists decided to examine the basement of the house. They found 
45 snakes there. The company removed all of them. 

The snakes were rattlesnakes. This type of snakes is dangerous. These 
snakes rattle when they feel danger. The rattling is typical for this kind of snakes. 
 

1 An incident happened in one of the US …  
 

        

А) towns В) cities С) areas D) states 
 

2 A man went under his house to … something. 
 

        

А) break В) repair С) feel D) sell 
 

3 The man saw a few … under the old things. 
 

        

А) rat snakes В) kingsnakes С) rattlesnakes D) pipe snakes 
 

4 The man called …  
 

        

А) specialists В) journalists С) economists D) scientists 
 

5 The company found … snakes in the basement.  
 

        

А) fifty four В) forty five  С) fourteen D) forty 
 

6 The company … away the snakes. 
 

        

А) lay В) run С) cut D) took  
 

7 Rattlesnakes rattle when they feel … 
 

        

А) danger В) stranger С) friends D) snakes 
 

8 The story is about unexpected …  
 

        

А) “tests” В) “ghosts” С) “guests”  D) “pets” 
 

2. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 
Man was Rescued Twice 
An incident happened in Alabama. There was a big flood there. One man 

needed help. Half of his body was in the water. He held on to a tree. Water went 
around him. 
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Luckily, a policeman saw the sinking man. He immediately jumped into 
the water and saved the man. 

Later, the man got trapped again. He needed help. Again, the police saved 
the man. 

The policeman said that the man put his life and the lives of other people 
in danger. 
 

1 An incident happened in one of the US …  
 

        

А) areas В) cities С) states D) towns 
 

2 Some areas of Alabama were covered with …  
 

        

А) water В) snow С) grass D) trees 
 

3 A man was …  
 

        

А) swimming В) sleeping С) running D) drowning 
 

4 The policeman … the man. 
 

        

А) drowned В) rescued С) trapped D) needed 
 

5 Later, the … got trapped again. 
 

        

А) man В) men С) police D) people 
 

6 The policeman saved the man for the … time.  
 

        

А) third В) fourth С) second D) first 
 

7 The man … the lives. 
 

        

А) saved В) risked С) loved D) hated 
 

8 The story is about the man who was … twice. 
 

        

А) jumped В) played С) worked D) saved  
 
3. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 
Canada and Television 
Today people make many different TV shows and movies. Companies 

want all people in the world to like their work. 
America is famous for its TV shows. However, a company says that Canada 

makes the most popular shows in the world. People like drama stories and 
children’s programs the best. These shows are also in English. Many people want 
to see shows in English. 

Originally, American companies go to Canada to make TV shows. Now more 
Canadian shows win awards. Canadian companies make more of their own shows. 
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1 Today people make TV shows and …  
 

        

А) films В) shops С) works D) awards 
 

2 TV … wants all people to like its work. 
 

        

А) information В) population С) corporation D) translation 
 

3 The … is famous for its TV shows. 
 

        

А) UAE В) USA С) CIS D) UK  
 

4 Most adults … drama stories. 
 

        

А) read В) make С) listen D) prefer 
 

5 Many people want to see shows in …  
 

        

А) American В) Canadian С) English D) European  
 

6 American companies go to Canada to make TV …  
 

        

А) programs В) business С) friends D) offices 
 

7 Nowadays many Canadian shows win …  
 

        

А) money В) jobs С) salary D) prizes 
 

8 The story is about the … of the television companies.  
 

        

А) ability В) activity С) morality D) passivity 
 

4. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 
Bear Fell Nine Metres 
An incident happened in Florida. A bear climbed up a tree. The tree was 30 

feet tall (9 metres). The tree was situated very close to a house. People wanted to 
remove the bear. 

They put a sheet of plastic under the tree. They shot the bear with a special 
gun. The gun did not kill the bear. It only made the bear go to sleep. The bear fell 
down on the sheet, but the sheet was not strong enough. It broke and the bear 
fell on the ground. 

Luckily the animal was not injured. However, its head probably hurt when 
he woke up.  
 

1 An incident happened in one of the US …  
 

        

А) states В) cities С) areas D) towns 
 

2 A bear … up a tree.  
 

        

А) broke В) burnt С) went D) cut 
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3 The tree was … feet tall. 
 

        

А) thirtieth В) thirty С) nine D) ninth 
 

4 The tree was not … from a house. 
 

        

А) around В) close С) near D) far 
 

5 People put to … the bear with a special gun. 
 

        

А) beat В) kill С) sleep D) kick 
 

6 The bear fell down on the large piece of …  
 

        

А) plastic В) paper С) carton D) cloth 
 

7 The bear was not …  
 

        

А) left В) slept С) bent D) hurt 
 

8 The story is about the bear that got … 
 

        

А) gun В) lost С) tree D) sheet 
 
5. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 
New Delhi Smog 
It is very serious situation in New Delhi nowadays.  
New Delhi is a very dirty city. At this time of year, Indian farmers burn the 

plants which they do not sell. Indians also celebrate festival of lights every 
autumn. There are a lot of fireworks. 

These activities make the air very dirty. People cannot breathe easily. They 
can have high blood pressure or problems with their hearts. 

The situation is very dangerous. Officials don’t want many cars on roads. 
People must stay at home. Children cannot go to schools. 
 

1 New Delhi is the capital city of …  
 

        

А) Iraq  В) Italy  С) Iran  D) India 
 

2 The air in New Delhi is very …  
 

        

А) untidy  В) unclean С) unusual D) unknown 
 

3 There is much smoke from … in New Delhi.  
 

        

А) roads В) cities С) fires D) schools 
 

4  Every … Indians celebrate festival of lights. 
 

        

А) year В) day С) week D) month 
 

5 Some Indians have problems with their …  
 

        

А) plants В) health С) lights D) cars 
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6 Officials want … cars on roads.  
 

        

А) more В) less С) many D) fewer 
 

7 People will stay at home until the situation …  
 

        

А) changes В) begins С) starts D) goes 
 

8 The story is about … pollution in New Delhi.  
 

        

А) soul В) soil С) air D) water 
 
6. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 
Warm World 
The world is getting warmer. Two recent studies have proved it. Scientists 

started to measure the world’s temperature in 1880. The hottest year was 2016. 
The second hottest year was 2019. 

Scientists say that there is a lot of heat in the oceans. This is a big problem. 
Sea levels are going up. 

Scientists say that every 10 years is warmer than the last 10 years. The 
temperature in 2019 was 1.7 degrees warmer than the average temperature in the 
last 100 years. 

Scientists believe that mainly people make these problems. People make 
very many chemicals. They are dangerous for the world’s atmosphere and oceans. 
 

1 The … is getting warmer. 
 

        

А) ocean В) earth С) planet D) desert 
 

2 … started to measure the world’s temperature in 1880. 
 

        

А) Experts В) Teachers  С) Students  D) Workers  
 

3 The hottest year was two thousand …  
 

        

А) ninety В) nineteen С) sixty D) sixteen 
 

4 … levels are going up in seas. 
 

        

А) Wave В) Water  С) Stone  D) Sand 
 

5 Scientists proved that every 10 years the climate becomes ...  
 

        

А) warmer В) warm С) warmest D) warmness 
 

6 Scientists believe that global warming is the … of people activities. 
 

        

А) study В) desire С) result D) research 
 

7 … are dangerous for the atmosphere and oceans. 
 

        

А) Chemistry В) Chemicals  С) Chemical D) Chemic 
 

8 The story is about … warming. 
 

        

А) cultural В) partial С) special D) global 
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7. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 
The Wild West 
In the days of the Wild West clothes were very important as they helped 

people to live leading a difficult and dangerous life. Cowboys spent much time 
outdoors. They usually wore hats, boots and jeans. Hats helped them in the sun 
and protected their faces and eyes from the hot sun. Boots were also very 
important. It was more comfortable to walk through long grass in boots. There 
were many dangerous snakes where cowboys worked and lived and the boots 
protected people from them. Boots also made riding a horse easier. 

In the middle of the 19th century in the city of San Francisco there lived a 
tailor called Levi Strauss. He made special clothes – strong trousers called jeans. 
Very soon cowboys started to wear jeans. Now people wear jeans in America and 
all over the world. 
 

1 In the Wild West strong … were very important.  
 

        

А) outfits В) eyes С) grass D) people 
 

2 Cowboys wore hats to protect themselves from the …  
 

        

А) wind В) rain С) sun D) storm 
 

3 … protected cowboys from poisonous snakes. 
 

        

А) Hats В) Boots С) Grass D) Horses 
 

4 What trousers did cowboys wear in the Wild West? 
 

        

А) classical В) slacks С) official D) jeans 
 

5 A … Levi Strauss made jeans.  
 

        

А) protector В) cowboy С) tailor D) horseman 
 

6 Levi Strauss made jeans in the middle of the … century.  
 

        

А) nineteenth В) ninetieth С) nineteen D) ninety 
 

7 Nowadays people like to wear jeans because jeans are strong and … 
 

        

А) sizable В) peaceable С) lovable D) comfortable 
 

8 What is the story about? 
 

    

А) strong horses С) brave tailors 
    

В) special clothes D) high boots 
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8. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 
One Nut and Two Boys 
Two little boys Fred and Nick were playing together. Fred saw a nut on the 

ground. Before he could pick it Nick took it.  
Fred demanded, “Give me the nut. It’s mine. I saw it first”.  
Nick replied, “It’s mine. I took it first”.  
That led to a quarrel between those two little boys. Just then a tall boy came 

to them. Upon seeing the quarrel between the boys, he said, “Give me the nut 
and I’ll settle your quarrel”.  

He split the nut into two parts. He took out the fruit-seed. He gave one half-
shell to Fred and the other half-shell to Nick. He put the fruit seed into his mouth 
and said, “This is for settling your quarrel”. 
 

1 … were playing in the street. 
 

        

А) Men В) Women С) Girls D) Children 
 

2 Fred saw a … on the ground.  
 

        

А) shell В) nut С) fruit-seed D) half-shell 
 

3 Who took the nut first?  
 

        

А) a tall boy В) Fred С) Nick D) a passerby 
 

4 What happened between two little boys? 
 

        

А) argument В) agreement С) friendship D) partnership 
 

5 The tall boy suggested to … 
 

    

А) split the nut-shell С) eat the nut 
    

В) settle the quarrel D) take the fruit seed 
 

6 The tall boy split the nut into two parts and gave … to boys. 
 

        

А) slap В) seeds С) fruit D) shells 
 

7 How did the tall boy settle the boys’ quarrel?  
 

    

А) ate the fruit-seed С) gave the nut to Nick 
    

В) threw the fruit-seed D) passed the nut to Fred 
 

8 What is the story about?  
 

    

А) playing the game С) settling the quarrel 
    

В) walking in the street D) eating the nuts 
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9. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 

Going to the Cinema in Tajikistan 

When you go to the cinema in Tajikistan, you usually see a feature film and 

a documentary. There are no intervals between programmes in some cinemas, and 

people can stay there as long as they like. Cinema is very popular, but less than it 

was in the 20th century. Several years ago, people in Tajikistan often went to the 

cinema, but now many of them stay at home and spend a quiet evening reading 

books and watching TV or DVD. Besides which, tickets are very expensive. 

But many people are still fond of going to the cinema. They often go to the 

“Kayhon”, which is one of the famous cinemas in Dushanbe. You can see various 

films at the “Kayhon”: comedies, musicals, detective films, historical films and 

cartoons. 

 

1 People usually go to the … in Tajikistan. 
 

        

А) circus В) park С) movie D) Zoo 

 

2 People stay in the cinemas as long as they like because there are no …  
 

        

А) pauses В) films С) places D) visitors 

 

3 Cinema was very popular in the … century. 
 

        

А) twelve В) twelfth С) twenty D) twentieth  

 

4 Many people prefer to stay at … nowadays.  
 

        

А) work В) home С) party D) concert 

 

5 Cinema tickets are very… now. 
 

        

А) costly В) cheap С) worthless D) inexpensive 

 

6 The … is the most popular cinema in Dushanbe nowadays. 
 

        

А) “Sitora” В) “Odeon” С) “Kayhon” D) “Jomi” 

 

7 What films can people see at the “Kayhon”?  
 

        

А) identical В) different С) specific D) similar 

 

8 What is the story about? 
 

        

А) musicals В) cartoons С) comedies D) cinemas 
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10. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 
Two Friends and the Bear 
Fred and Mike were friends. On a holiday they went into a forest. Suddenly 

they saw a bear coming at them.  
Fred who knew climbing the trees ran up to a tree and climbed up quickly. 

He did not think of Mike who could not climb the trees. 
Mike pretended dead and fell to the ground and held his breath. The bear 

sniffed him and thought he was dead. So, he went away. 
Fred asked Mike, “What did the bear whisper into your ears?” 
Mike replied, “The bear asked me to keep away from friends like you” 

and went on his way.  
 

1 Who were Fred and Mike? 
 

        

А) cousins В) brothers С) comrades D) hunters 
 

2 Fred and Mike were … in the forest. 
 

        

А) walking В) working С) climbing D) whispering 
 

3 A … was ready to attack the friends.  
 

        

А) ghost В) deer С) snake D) bear 
 

4 Having seen the bear, Fred forgot about Mike and … 
 

    

А) helped his friend С) sniffed the bear 
    

В) climbed the tree D) ran away 
 

5 Mike pretended dead not to be …  
 

    

А) eaten by the bear С) asked by the friend 
    

В) caught by Fred D) sniffed by the animal 
 

6 The bear sniffed Mike and … him.  
 

        

А) broke В) took С) left  D) ripped 
 

7 Mike decided to keep … from Fred. 
 

        

А) around В) away С) at D) in 
 

8 The story is about the …  
 

    

А) sounds of a forest С) beauty of nature 
    

В) appetite of an animal D) adventure of friends 
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11. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 

The Valuable Gift 

John had a desire to have a bicycle of his own but his father didn’t have 

money to buy it.  

One day, when John was on his way to school, he saw a big boy on a bike. 

As the boy was turning around a corner, the bike skidded and the boy fell down.  

John went to him and helped him to get up. The boy was badly injured. 

John first took him to a doctor and then helped him to reach his house. 

The boy belonged to a rich family and gladly presented the bicycle to John. 

 

1 John was always dreaming of a …  
 

        

А) bicycle В) family С) house D) money 

 

2 John belonged to a … family.  
 

        

А) large В) rich С) poor D) small 

 

3 The bicycle … and the big boy fall down. 
 

        

А) sank В) skidded С) broke D) moved  

 

4 Who helped the big boy to get up? 
 

        

А) a doctor В) Fred  С) a father D) John 

 

5 How was the boy injured? 
 

        

А) hardly В) slightly С) seriously D) lightly 

 

6 How did John help the boy? 
 

    

А) took to the hospital С) broke the bicycle 
    

В) presented the cycle D) called for help 

 

7 The boy’s family thanked John and … him the bike. 
 

        

А) repaired В) bought С) painted D) presented 

 

8 The story is about a …  
 

        

А) rich family В) worthy gift  С) cheap cycle D) clever doctor 
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САВОЛҲОИ ТЕСТ БО ИНТИХОБИ ЯК ҶАВОБИ ДУРУСТ  

ТЕСТОВЫЕ ЗАДАНИЯ С ВЫБОРОМ ОДНОГО ПРАВИЛЬНОГО ОТВЕТА 

(GRAMMAR SECTION) 
[II] 

 

1. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 

Koala in a car 

A man and __1__ dog are in a car. The car __2__ outside. The man leaves 

the car. The dog __3__ there. __4__ car is open. The air-conditioning is running. 

__5__ the man comes back, he finds his dog. He also finds a koala in the car. 

The koala likes the cooler temperature __6__ the car. The man wants the 

koala to leave. It takes him a __7__. In the end, the koala gets out and runs __8__.  
 

1 А) he В) his С) him D) himself 
         

2 А) were В) are С) was D) is 
         

3 А) stays В) stay С) staying D) stayed 
         

4 А) An  В) A  С) The D) - 
         

5 А) How  В) Where  С) Why  D) When 
         

6 А) on В) in С) at D) off 
         

7 А) moment’s В) moments С) moment D) moments’ 
         

8 А) away В) through С) across D) between 

 

2. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 

Mitsi the Cat 

Mitsi is a cat. She __1__ at a station. She lies around __2__ station. She 

watches people. She sits on ticket gates. 

__3__ people like her. She makes __4__ feel very good. However, some people 

do not like cats. They __5__ afraid of them. They __6__ also be allergic to cats. 

The station manager knows this. He wants everyone to be __7__. He is 

looking for a home __8__ Mitsi. 
 

1 А) lives В) live С) lived D) living 
         

2 А) an В) a С) the D) - 
         

3 А) Much  В) Many С) Most  D) More  
         

4 А) themselves В) they С) their D) them 
         

5 А) was В) is С) are D) were 
         

6 А) can В) might С) must D) should 
         

7 А) happiest В) happily С) happier D) happy 
         

8 А) on В) for С) in D) at 
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3. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8.  

Pictures on Bubble Wrap 

People play with bubble wrap. __1__ love it. An artist turns bubble wrap 

into art. He __2__ the bubbles. 

The artist has his __3__ method. It __4__ top secret. He uses computers, 

syringes and other tools. He makes __5__ of the tools. 

The idea came __6__ a security guard. The artist also had some bubble 

wrap. __7__ man __8__ show the pictures on the 7th of May, 2021 in New York. 
 

1 А) Them  В) Their  С) They D) Thiers  
         

2 А) colours В) colour С) coloured D) colouring 
         

3 А) specialise В) specially С) especially D) special 
         

4 А) are В) is С) was D) were 
         

5 А) some В) any С) someone D) anyone 
         

6 А) in В) at С) from D) on 
         

7 А) A  В) The С) An  D) -  
         

8 А) should  В) shall  С) would  D) will 

 

4. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 

Meteor in Canada  

An interesting thing happened __1__ Canada. A camera __2__ a meteor. 

The camera __3__ in a car. It was a police car. The meteor looked like a white ball. 

It fell __4__ from the sky. It was probably around 0.5 __5__ long. 

__6__ people said that the meteor had an orange tail. Other people saw 

__7__ blue light. __8__ also heard a loud boom. 
 

1 А) at В) on С) in D) of 
         

2 А) filmed В) film С) films D) filming 
         

3 А) were В) is С) are D) was 
         

4 А) fastest В) fast С) faster D) fasten 
         

5 А) meters В) meter С) meters’ D) meter‘s 
         

6 А) Someone В) Any  С) Some D) Anyone 
         

7 А) an В) a С) the D) - 
         

8 А) Themselves  В) Them  С) Their  D) They 
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5. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 

Ice Skating Dog  

This is __1__ Las Vegas. There is an ice-skating rink (a place __2__ people 

put ice so that they __3__ ice skate or play a winter sport). A dog named Benny 

goes to __4__ rink. __5__ wears ice skates on his front__6__. He __7__ on ice! 

Benny is very __8__ on the ice. He runs around. He slides between two 

traffic cones. He picks up hockey stick. 
 

1 А) of В) in С) on D) off 
         

2 А) why В) who С) whose D) where 
         

3 А) can В) must С) should D) might 
         

4 А) an В) a С) the D) - 
         

5 А) Himself  В) His  С) Him  D) He 
         

6 А) paw В) paws С) paw’s D) paws‘ 
         

7 А) gone В) go С) goes D) going 
         

8 А) happy В) happily С) happier D) happiest 

 

6. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 

Animals in Danger 

There are wildfires __1__ Australia. These wildfires __2__ very dangerous. 

They destroy a lot of land. They kill __3__ animals. Officials say that more __4__ 

a billion animals are dead. 

Rescuers try to help the animals that run away from the fires. They __5__ 

helicopters to drop carrots and sweet potatoes to hungry__6__.  

__7__ lot of animals are injured. They are burned. It is hard for __8__ to 

breath. Many volunteers work hard to help these animals. 
 

1 А) in  В) on С) at D) of 
         

2 А) was В) is С) are D) were 
         

3 А) more В) many С) much D) lot 
         

4 А) when В) that С) what D) than 
         

5 А) using В) uses С) use D) used 
         

6 А) animals В) animal С) animals’ D) animal’s 
         

7 А) - В) The  С) An  D) A 
         

8 А) they В) them С) their D) themselves 
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7. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 
The Wolf in Sheep-skin 
A wolf was walking in the countryside. He found a sheep-skin __1__ the 

ground. He thought, “If I wear this skin and get mixed up in the flock, the 
shepherd __2__ not suspect me. At night, I will kill the __3__ sheep and then take 
him away with me.” 

__4__ wolf covered himself with the sheep-skin and mixed up with a flock 
of sheep. As he had expected, the shepherd __5__ him as a sheep and shut him 
in the pen. The wolf __6__ waiting for the night. 

The shepherd __7__ a party that night. He sent a servant to fetch a fat sheep. 
The servant saw the sheep-skin covered wolf by chance. __8__ night, the guests 
had the wolf for supper. 
 

1 А) at В) in С) on D) of 
         

2 А) will В) shall С) would D) should 
         

3 А) fats В) fatter С) fat D) fattest 
         

4 А) A В) The С) An D) - 
         

5 А) took В) take С) taken D) taking 
         

6 А) are В) is С) was D) were 
         

7 А) could В) had С) would D) should 
         

8 А) These В) This С) Those D) That 
 

8. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 
Animal Secrets 
__1__ baby animals are able to walk almost from the moment they are born. 
Why __2__ they given this wonderful ability to walk so soon? Because they 

feed on grass and eat __3__ lot of it, so they must be able to move __4__ place to place. 
Young birds, of course, __5__ in their nests. Their food is brought by the 

parent birds, so they __6__ not have to shift until they are ready to fly. Lions and 
wolves have holes to live in. __7__ go out, catch food and bring it back. 

A baby bat, as soon as it is born, clings to its mother and move together. 
Kangaroo babies are carried in their __8__ pouch. 

 

1 А) More В) Many С) Much D) Lot 
         

2 А) to be В) is С) was D) are 
         

3 А) a В) - С) an D) the 
         

4 А) at В) of С) from D) to 
         

5 А) stayed В) staying С) stays D) stay 
         

6 А) does В) do С) did D) done 
         

7 А) Them  В) Their  С) They D) Theirs  
         

8 А) mother’s В) mother С) mothers D) mothers’s 
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9. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 

A Clever Child 

It happened many, many years ago in a small village. There __1__ a very 

large jar full of water, standing in front of a house. One day __2__ children were 

playing by the side of this jar. One of __3__ children climbed on the jar and looked 

__4__. Suddenly __5__ fell into the jar! What __6__ the children do? Nobody had 

any idea what to do. Then a clever child brought a large stone __7__ threw it at 

the jar. The jar __8__, the water ran out and the child was saved. 
 

1 А) was В) is С) are D) were 
         

2 А) more В) much С) some D) any 
         

3 А) an В) the С) a D) - 
         

4 А) for В) on С) under D) in 
         

5 А) him В) his С) he D) himself 
         

6 А) could В) may С) can D) might 
         

7 А) but В) as С) so D) and 
         

8 А) break В) broke С) broken D) breaks 

 

10. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 

Art Exhibition for Dogs 

There is an art exhibition __1__ London. It is special. It is an exhibition for 

__2__. Dogs can have fun at the exhibition. __3__ can interact with the art. 

There __4__ a model of a car. There is a fan next to it. Dogs __5__ get in the 

car. They can put their heads out of __6__ windows. The fan __7__ wind. The 

dogs feel like they are in a real car. 

There is __8__ a 3-metre dog bowl. It is filled with brown balls. They look 

like dog food. 
 

1 А) of В) on С) at D) in 
         

2 А) dog В) dogs С) dog’s D) dogs’ 
         

3 А) Them  В) Their  С) They D) Theirs  
         

4 А) is В) are С) was D) were 
         

5 А) could В) can С) able to D) has to 
         

6 А) - В) a С) an D) the 
         

7 А) makes В) made С) making D) make 
         

8 А) through В) though С) also D) across 
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11. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 

Birds 

__1__ lot of birds and animals move from country to country and from 

continent to continent during the year. Some move __2__ summer is over and it 

becomes colder and some when there __3__ no food to eat. Many birds __4__ find 

food under the snow, so they fly __5__ Africa and other warm countries. When 

winter __6__ some birds can fly __7__ than 7000 kilometers in a day. These birds 

come back in spring and __8__ never see winter. 
 

1 А) An В) The С) A D) - 
         

2 А) when В) what С) who D) why 
         

3 А) are В) was С) were D) is 
         

4 А) shouldn’t В) can’t С) mustn’t D) mightn’t 
         

5 А) to В) at С) on D) of 
         

6 А) came В) come С) comes D) coming 
         

7 А) most В) more С) many D) much 
         

8 А) them В) their С) theirs D) they 

 

12. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 

The Coldest Village in the World 

Do you have a feeling that your winter is very cold? Think about the people 

__1__ live in one Russian town. They say that they live in the __2__ town on 

Earth. The name of _3__ town is Oymyakon. The town __4__ in Siberia. 

__5__ temperatures very often go down to minus 60. The people say that 

these low temperatures last sometimes __6__ ten days. During __7__ period the 

people prefer to stay at home and don’t __8__ outside. 
 

1 А) whom В) what С) whose D) who 
         

2 А) cold В) coldest С) colder D) coldness 
         

3 А) theirs В) they С) them D) their 
         

4 А) is В) are С) was D) were 
         

5 А) A  В) The С) An  D) - 
         

6 А) in В) on С) for D) at 
         

7 А) this В) that С) these D) those 
         

8 А) going В) went С) go D) goes 
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13. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 

A Man Collects Old Phones 

__1__ man from Egypt has a small shop. He repairs and sells phones.  

The man __2__ an unusual hobby. He collects and restores old phones. 

__3__ of the phones __4__ very old. They came from the 1800s. They belonged to 

__5__ persons. 

The man has a phone of an Egyptian King. The phone came from 1933. The 

man __6__ owns Charlie Chaplin’s two phones. 

He gets some phones __7__ his father. His father loves old phones. The man 

loves them, too. He is happy that __8__ sons have the same hobby. 
 

1 А) The  В) A  С) An  D) - 
         

2 А) having В) have С) has D) to have 
         

3 А) Any  В) Some С) Something D) Anything  
         

4 А) be В) is С) was D) are 
         

5 А) famous В) more famous С) most famous D) famously 
         

6 А) still В) too С) almost D) also 
         

7 А) on В) at С) from D) in 
         

8 А) his В) he С) him D) himself 

 

14. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 

Garlic  

Garlic is __1__ native plant of Middle Asia. It was grown __2__ Ancient 

Egypt, Greece, Rome and China. Garlic __3__ brought to Russia from Byzantium 

in the 9th century. __4__ was used as a flavouring for fish and meat dishes as it is 

nowadays. Garlic is used in medicine; you are advised to chew it __5__ you have 

a sore throat. Garlic kills __6__ bacterium and __7__ people not to catch __8__. 
 

1 А) a В) the С) - D) an 
         

2 А) of В) on С) at D) in 
         

3 А) are В) is С) was D) were 
         

4 А) Its В) It С) He D) His  
         

5 А) where В) why С) when D) what 
         

6 А) every В) else С) although D) almost 
         

7 А) help В) helps С) helped D) helping 
         

8 А) the coldest В) colder С) coldest D) cold 
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15. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 

Angry Elephant in India 

__1__ India, there is a festival. There __2__ four elephants at the festival. 

__3__ are tied up, but one elephant breaks free. It is aggressive. It attacks vehicles 

__4__ are near it. It __5__ twenty-seven vehicles. 

Two people ride on __6__ elephant. They __7__ control the animal, but 

__8__ is fine. Things like this happen often in India. Elephants are often at 

festivals. 
 

1 А) At  В) In  С) On  D) Of  
         

2 А) was В) is С) are D) were 
         

3 А) Them  В) They С) Their  D) Theirs  
         

4 А) whose В) who С) where D) which 
         

5 А) attacks В) attack С) attacking D) attacked 
         

6 А) - В) a С) an D) the 
         

7 А) mustn‘t В) may not С) cannot D) haven‘t to 
         

8 А) everybody В) everywhere С) anybody D) anywhere 

 

16. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 

English Traditions 

English people __1__ fond of traditions. __2__ British cities and towns have 

__3__ own ceremonies and traditional festivals.  

__4__ traditional attribute of English people is tea drinking. English 

families like to sit __5__ the fire-place and drink tea. The day of Englishman __6__ 

with a cup of tea and there are two tea breaks at work – at 11 a.m. and 4 p.m. (but 

it’s 5 o’clock tea at home). The Englishman drinks tea __7__ he is cold and when 

he is hot. He likes to drink tea every time and __8__. 
 

1 А) are В) be С) is D) was 
         

2 А) A lot В) More  С) Much  D) Many 
         

3 А) them В) they С) their D) theirs 
         

4 А) A  В) The С) An  D) - 
         

5 А) in В) on С) at D) of 
         

6 А) starts В) start С) started D) starting 
         

7 А) where В) when С) why D) how 
         

8 А) elsewhere В) nowhere С) where D) everywhere 
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17. Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8. 

Boy’s Dreams Came True 

This news is __1__ a boy. He __2__ five years old. He is from Afghanistan. 

He __3__ football and Lionel Messi. He comes from a poor family.  

The __4__ parents couldn’t buy a sport shirt with the photo of Lionel Messi. 

The boy wore a plastic bag. It looked like the shirt. 

People filmed the boy and put video on the Internet. Lionel Messi saw the 

boy and sent __5__ a package. __6__ were two sport shirts and a football __7__ 

the package. __8__ boy was very happy. 
 

1 А) else В) also С) almost D) about 
         

2 А) are В) is С) was D) were 
         

3 А) liking В) like С) liked D) likes 
         

4 А) boy’s В) boys’ С) boy D) boys 
         

5 А) he В) him С) his D) himself 
         

6 А) That  В) Their  С) There D) This  
         

7 А) in В) on С) of D) off 
         

8 А) An  В) A  С) The D) - 
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САВОЛҲОИ ТЕСТ БАРОИ МУАЙЯН КАРДАНИ МУВОФИҚАТ 
ТЕСТОВЫЕ ЗАДАНИЯ НА СООТВЕТСТВИЕ [III] 

 
1 Match the words in Column A with the definitions in Column B. 

 

  

Column A  Column B  

 
  

  

А)  Second  1)  a period of 7 days.   
      

B)  Minute  2)  a period of 24 hours.  
      

C)  Hour   3)  a unit of time equal to 60 seconds.  
      

D)  Day  4)  a period of 60 minutes.  
      

   5)  a unit of time equal to one sixtieth 
of a minute. 

 

 
2 Match the words in Column A with the definitions in Column B. 

 

  

Column A  Column B  

 
  

  

А)  Friend   1)  a person who is invited somewhere.  
      

B)  Host  2)  a person who repairs things.  
      

C)  Guest  3)  a person who travels.  
      

D)  Tourist   4)  a person who receives guests.  
      

   5)  a person who you know and like.  
 

3 Match the words in Column A with the definitions in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B  

 
 
 

  

А)  Person   1)  schoolboy, schoolgirl.  
      

B)  Friend  2)  director, leader.  
      

C)  Pupil  3)  educator, tutor.  
      

D)  Teacher  4)  comrade, companion.  
      

   5)  human, individual.  
 

4 Match the words in Column A with the definitions in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B 

 
 
 

  

А)  Seaman  1)  a person who is a member of a literary 
club. 

 

      

B)  Milkman  2)  a person who is a member of a police 
force. 

 

      

C)  Postman  3)  a person who sells or delivers milk.  
      

D)  Policeman  4)  a person who collects and delivers mail. 
      

   5)  a person who works as a sailor.  
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5 Match the words in Column A with the definitions in Column B. 
 

  

 Column A  Column B 

 
  

  

А)  Ear  1)  the center of the intellect.  
      

B)  Eye  2)  the organ of smell.  
      

C)  Nose  3)  the organ of hearing.  
      

D)  Head  4)  the center of speech.   
      

   5)  the organ of sight.  

 

6 Match the words in Column A with the definitions in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B  

 
  

  

А)  Travel agency   1)  a place where you buy food.   
      

B)  Model agency  2)  a place where you buy 

medicine.  

 

      

C)  Grocery store   3)  a place where you buy new 

clothes. 

 

      

D)  Clothing store   4)  a place where you can see 

fashion models. 

 

      

   5)  a place where you make 

reservation for a trip. 

 

 

7 Match the words in Column A with the definitions in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B 

 
  

  

А)  actor   1)  a person who has invented 

something  

 

      

B)  skier  2)  someone who trains or teaches.  
      

C)  learner  3)  someone who moves over snow 

on skis 

 

      

D)  inventor  4)  a person whose job is acting on 

the stage  

 

      

  

 

 5)  a person who is learning a subject 

or skill 
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8 Match the words in Column A with the definitions in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B 

 
  

  

А)  breakfast   1)  a meal eaten in the middle of the 

day 

 

      

B)  lunch  2)  the time in the afternoon when tea 

is traditionally served 

 

      

C)  tea time   3)  a meal eaten in the middle of the 

night 

 

      

D)  supper  4)  the main meal of the day eaten 

in the evening 

 

      

   5)  the first meal of the day eaten 

in the morning 

 

 

9 Match the words in Column A with the definitions in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B 

 
  

  

А)  postman  1)  a person who makes shoes 

and boots 

 

      

B)  policeman  2)  a person who makes dresses  
      

C)  shoemaker  3)  a man who delivers and sells 

milk 

 

      

D)  dressmaker  4)  a man who collects and delivers 

mail 

 

      

   5)  a member of a police force  

 

10 Match the words in Column A with the definitions in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B 

 
  

  

А)  rector  1)  a university teacher of the highest 

rank 

 

      

B)  sculptor  2)  a person who inspects  
      

C)  professor   3)  a person who sings in the chorus  
      

D)  inspector   4)  the head of certain universities, 

colleges, and schools 

 

      

   5)  someone who creates sculptures  
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11 Match the words in Column A with the definitions in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B 

 
  

  

А)  wind   1)  the liquid form of water that falls 

from the sky in drops 

 

      

B)  sun   2)  the shaking of the Earth’s surface  
      

C)  snow   3)  the movement of air near the earth’s 

surface 

 

      

D)  rain   4)  the star at the center of the solar 

system 

 

      

   5)  the white flakes of ice that fall from 

the sky 

 

 

12 Match the words in Column A with the definitions in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B 

 
  

  

А)  driver   1)  a person who dances  
      

B)  dancer   2)  a person who can ride a horse, 

bicycle… 

 

      

C)  rider   3)  a person that runs, especially 

in a specified way 

 

      

D)  runner   4)  a person that cooks, especially 

in festivals 

 

      

   5)  a person who drives a vehicle  

 

13 Match the sentences in Column A with their continuations in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B 

 
  

  

А)  How much coffee  1)  do you get up?  
      

B)  How much money  2)  do you speak?  
      

C)  How many sentences  3)  do you spend?  
      

D)  How many languages  4)  do you write?  
      

   5)  do you drink?  
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14 Match the sentences in Column A with their continuations in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B 

 
  

  

А)  I‘ve bought  1)  many times.  
      

B)  I’ve spent  2)  much luggage.  
      

C)  I’ve heard    3)  many books.  
      

D)  I’ve been here  4)  much time.  
      

   5)  much information.  

 

15 Match the sentences in Column A with their continuations in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B 

 
  

  

А)  The River Volga is the longest   1)  ocean in the world.  
      

B)  The Lake Baikal is the largest   2)  river in Europe.   
      

C)  The Pacific Ocean is the 

deepest  

 3)  sea in the world.  

      

D)  The Philippine Sea is the 

largest  

 4)  swamp in Africa.  

      

   5)  lake in the world.   

 

16 Match the sentences in Column A with the continuations in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B  

 
  

  

А)  Are you going to speak  1)  an umbrella?  
      

B)  Are you going to play  2)  by train?  
      

C)  Are you going to take  3)  in a hotel?  
      

D)  Are you going to stay  4)  football?  
      

   5)  English?  

 

17 Match the sentences in Column A with the continuations in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B  

 
  

  

А)  I’ve opened the 

window. 

 1)  Now the hall is 

beautiful. 

 

      

B)  They’ve decorated 

the hall. 

 2)  Now the room is clean.  

      

C)  She’s cooked diner.  3)  Now the door is locked.  
      

D)  We’ve cleaned the room.  4)  Now the window is open. 
      

   5)  Now dinner is ready.  
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18 Match the sentences in Column A with the continuations in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B   
  

А)  He lives in a quiet place,  1)  aren’t they?  

 
  

      

B)  He doesn’t live in a quiet place,  2)  do they?  
      

C)  Many people in Britain work four 

days a week, 

 3)  does he?  

      

D)  Many people in Britain don’t work 

four days a week, 

 4)  don’t they?  

      

   5)  doesn’t he?  

 

19 Match the questions in Сolumn A with the answers in Сolumn B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B  

 
  

  

А)  Have you bought 

a bicycle? 

 1)  Yes, we spend our free 

time together. 

 

      

B)  When did you buy it?  2)  Yes, I have got many 

friends. 

 

      

C)  Have you got any 

friends? 

 3)  Yes, I have bought 

a very good bicycle. 

 

      

D)  Do you spend much 

time with them? 

 4)  I was very glad.  

      

   5)  I bought it last week.  

 

20 Match the questions in Сolumn A with the answers in Сolumn B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B  

 
  

  

А)  Where are you going, 

Zuhro?  

 1)  By car.  

      

B)  How will you get there?   2)  Yes, my parents 

live there. 

 

      

C)  Is it far from here?  3)  A few hours.  
      

D)  Have you got relatives 

there? 

 4)  To Dangara.  

      

   5)  Not so much. It is 

about 106 km. 
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21 Match the questions in Сolumn A with the answers in Сolumn B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B  

 
 

 

  

А)  There are four   1)  months in a year.  
      

B)  There are twelve   2)  summer months 

in a year. 

 

      

C)  There are about fifty two   3)  hours in a year.  
      

D)  There are three   4)  seasons in a year.  
      

   5)  weeks in a year.  

 

22 Match the questions in Сolumn A with the answers in Сolumn B. 
 

  

 Column A  Column B 

 
 

 

  

А)  Who discovered America?  1)  English is.  
      

B)  Who was the first president 

of the United States? 

 2)  Washington DC is.  

      

C)  What is the capital 

of the USA? 

 3)  Cristopher Columbus 

did. 

 

      

D)  What is the official 

language in the USA? 

 4)  America is.  

      

   5)  George Washington 

was. 

 

 

23 Match the questions in Сolumn A with the answers in Сolumn B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B  

 
 

 

  

А)  What country do you live in?  1)  More than 

9 million people. 

 

      

B)  What is the capital 

of Tajikistan? 

 2)  National flag.  

      

C)  What is the population 

of Tajikistan? 

 3)  95 years old.  

      

D)  How old is Dushanbe city?  4)  Dushanbe.  
      

   5)  Tajikistan.  
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24 Match the questions in Сolumn A with the answers in Сolumn B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B  

 
  

  

А)  Are you a cinema-goer?  1)  I haven’t DVD 

at home. 

 

      

B)  How often do you go to the 

cinema? 

 2)  “Mystic River”  

      

C)  What films do you like to see?  3)  Every weekend.  
      

D)  What detective film did you 

see last? 

 4)  Comedies and 

detective films. 

 

      

   5)  Yes, I am.  

 

25 Match the sentences in Column A with the replies in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B 

 
  

  

А)  Do you go to college?  1)  It’s very expensive.  
      

B)  What college do you 

go to? 

 2)  Because it has great 

teachers. 

 

      

C)  Do you like it?  3)  Yes, I do.  
      

D)  Why do you like it?  4)  I go to Tajik 

Pedagogical College. 

 

      

   5)  Oh, yes, I really like it.  

 

26 Match the sentences in Column A with the replies in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B 

 
  

  

А)  Good morning! 

Can I help you? 

 1)  Yes, I’d like a bottle 

of milk and a packet 

of sugar. 

 

      

B)  Here you are.  2)  Of course.  
      

C)  Do you want anything 

else? 

 3)  Here’s my card.  

      

D)  Seventeen somoni, 

please. 

 4)  Good morning! I want 

a loaf of bread, please. 

 

      

   5)  Thank you.  
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27 Match the sentences in Column A with the replies in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B 

 
  

  

А)  Have you done your 

homework? 

 1)  I hate the rules!  

      

B)  Then why are you 

watching TV? 

 2)  Ok, I’m going to do 

it now.  

 

      

C)  You can watch TV 

after you do your 

homework. 

 3)  Not yet.  

      

D)  There will be another 

show. 

 4)  But the show will be 

over. 

 

      

   5)  This is my favorite 

show. 

 

 

28 Match the sentences in Column A with the replies in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B 

 
  

  

А)  Where did you lose your 

pen? 

 1)  Yes, but it isn’t there.  

      

B)  When did you lose it?  2)  I don’t know.  
      

C)  Did you check all your 

pockets? 

 3)  I hope it is.  

      

D)  It’s probably around 

somewhere. 

 4)  Don’t even look 

for it. 

 

      

   5)  I think I lost it today.  

 

29 Match the sentences in Column A with the replies in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B 

 
  

  

А)  What do you need 

for school? 

 1)  I also need a notebook.  

      

B)  Anything else?   2)  I need pencils.  
      

C)  Do you need a pen?   3)  Yes, that’s all I need for 

now. 

 

      

D)  Do you need 

a calculator?  

 4)  No, I already have a pen.  

      

   5)  No. The teacher doesn’t 

permit calculators. 
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30 Match the sentences in Column A with the replies in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B  

 
  

  

А)  Is it far from Dushanbe 
to Dangara? 

 1)  It is about 
106 kilometers. 

 

      

B)  What is the distance 
between Dushanbe and 
Dangara? 

 2)  About 2 hours.  

      

C)  How can we get there?  3)  We can get there 
by trolleybus. 

 

      

D)  How long does it take us 
to get to Dangara by bus? 

 4)  Not so much.  

      

   5)  We can get there either 
by bus or by car. 

 

 
31 Match the sentences in Column A with the replies in Column B. 

 

  

Column A  Column B  

 
  

  

А)  Where are you going?  1)  They sure do. They 
never shut up. 

 

      

B)  What kind of dog do you 
have? 

 2)  Trained dog.  

      

C)  Poodles bark a lot.  3)  It’s my mom’s dog. 
She likes poodles. 

 

      

D)  Why did you get a poodle?  4)  A little poodle.  
      

   5)  I have to walk 
the dog. 

 

 
32 Match the sentences in Column A with the replies in Column B. 

 

  

 Column A  Column B  
  

А)  Hello, Aziz! Where are 
you going? 

 1)  Thank you.  

 
  

      

B)  I didn’t know you were 
fond of going there. 

 2)  No, I decided to go 
there myself. 

 

      

C)  Did your teacher say 
you to go to the library? 

 3)  To the library.  

      

D)  Great! I wish you luck 
with your article. 

 4)  Good night.  

      

   5)  You are right! But now 
I must write an article 
for my English class. 
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33 Match the sentences in Column A with the replies in Column B. 
 

  

 Column A  Column B 

 
 

 

  

А)  Hello, is that you Olim? 

How are you? 

 1)  I think I’ve got a cold.  

      

B)  What’s the matter?  2)  Certainly, come 

round after classes. 

 

      

C)  Can you go to school 

today? 

 3)  Not very strong, 

please. 

 

      

D)  Can I come to see you?  4)  Hi, Ozar. I feel very 

bad myself. 

 

      

   5)  No, I’m afraid I can’t.  

 

34 Match the sentences in Column A with the replies in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B  

 
  

  

А)  Where do you live?  1)  It is on the third floor.  
      

B)  In a flat or in a house?  2)  Leave your keys.  
      

C)  What floor is your 

flat on? 

 3)  It’s small but 

comfortable. 

 

      

D)  What’s your flat like?  4)  In a flat. Houses are 

terribly expensive. 

 

      

   5)  Near the Central Park.  

 

35 Match the sentences in Column A with the replies in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B  

 
  

  

А)  Ann, where are you 

going?  

 1)  No, it’s too far.  

      

B)  Really, I need to go 

to the store too. 

 2)  Ok, let’s go.  

      

C)  Yeah, let’s go together.  3)  Would you like 

to come with me? 

 

      

D)  Now would be better.  4)  Would you like to go 

now or later? 

 

      

   5)  I’m going to the store. 

I need to buy something. 
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36 Match the numbers in Сolumn A with their written forms in Сolumn B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B 

 
  

  

А)  2005  1)  two thousand and hundred  
      

B)  2050  2)  two thousand five hundred  
      

C)  2015  3)  two thousand five   
      

D)  2500  4)  two thousand fifty  
      

   5)  two thousand fifteen  

 

37 Match the numbers in Сolumn A with their written forms in Сolumn B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B 

 
  

  

А)  2000   1)  two thousand two  
      

B)  2002  2)  two thousand twenty  
      

C)  2020  3)  two thousand two hundred  
      

D)  2200  4)  two thousand and hundred  
      

   5)  two thousand  

 

38 Match the numbers in Сolumn A with their written forms in Сolumn B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B 

 
  

  

А)  2021  1)  two thousand twenty  
      

B)  2012  2)  two thousand two  
      

C)  2022  3)  two thousand twenty one   
      

D)  2020  4)  two thousand twelve  
      

   5)  two thousand twenty two  

 

39 Match the numbers in Сolumn A with their written forms in Сolumn B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B 

 
  

  

А)  2006  1)  two thousand sixty  
      

B)  2060  2)  two thousand six   
      

C)  2016  3)  two thousand six hundred  
      

D)  2600  4)  two thousand and hundred  
      

   5)  two thousand sixteen  
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40 Match the numbers in Сolumn A with their written forms in Сolumn B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B 

 
  

  

А)  2004  1)  two thousand fourteen  
      

B)  2040  2)  two thousand four hundred  
      

C)  2014  3)  two thousand and hundred  
      

D)  2400  4)  two thousand four   
      

   5)  two thousand forty  

 

41 Match the numbers in Сolumn A with their written forms in Сolumn B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B 

 
  

  

А)  2018  1)  two thousand eight hundred  
      

B)  2080  2)  two thousand and hundred  
      

C)  2008  3)  two thousand eighty  
      

D)  2800  4)  two thousand eight  
      

   5)  two thousand eighteen  
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НАМУНАИ СУБТЕСТИ ЗАБОНИ АНГЛИСӢ 

ОБРАЗЕЦ СУБТЕСТА ПО АНГЛИЙСКОМУ ЯЗЫКУ 
 

Read the text and choose the right answer 1 – 8.  

Helping Others 

Once there was a small boy. He belonged to a poor family. One day, he was 

crossing through the forest carrying some woods. He saw an old woman who 

was very hungry. The boy wanted to give her some food, but he did not have 

food for his own.  

Then he saw a deer who was very thirsty. He wanted to give it some water, 

but he did not have water for himself.  

Then he saw a man who wanted to make a camp but he did not have woods. 

The boy gave some woods to him. In return, the man gave him some bread and 

water.  

Now he went back to the old woman, gave her some bread, and gave some 

water to the deer. The old woman and the deer were very happy. 

 

1 What family did a small boy belong to? 
 

        

А) moneyless В) useless  С) worthy D) healthy 

 

2 The boy was walking in the forest to … 
 

    

А) help the man С) gather firewood 
    

В) make a camp D) meet the deer 

 

3 Who was hungry?  
 

        

А) an old man В) an old woman С) a wild deer D) a small boy 

 

4 The boy wanted to give the old woman some food, but he had … 
 

        

А) everything В) anything С) something D) nothing 

 

5 The boy met very … deer. 
 

        

А) sleepy В) hungry С) thirsty D) greedy 

 

6 What did the boy give to the man?  
 

        

А) woods В) camps  С) food D) deer 

 

7 The boy returned to the old woman and gave her some … 
 

        

А) water В) money С) meat D) bread 
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8 The story is about a …  
 

    

А) carefree man С) angry woman 
    

В) good-natured boy D) weak deer 

 

Read the text and choose the right answer 9 – 16. 

Baby Leopards 

The amur leopard is an endangered species. There are __9__ 100 of them 

left in __10__ wild. __11__ March, two baby cubs __12__ born at Vienna zoo. 

They were blind and helpless __13__ they were born, but now they __14__ 

play together. __15__ mother is always watching them. The zoo staff __16__ that 

the baby cats are ‘truly happy’. 

 

9 А) but В) only С) till D) until 
         

10 А) - В) a С) an D) the 
         

11 А) In  В) At  С) On  D) Of  
         

12 А) is В) are С) were D) was 
         

13 А) what В) why С) where D) when 
         

14 А) must В) can С) has to D) might 
         

15 А) Theirs  В) They  С) Their D) Them  
         

16 А) says В) say С) said D) saying 

 

17 Match the words in Column A with the definitions in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B  

 
  

  

А)  Winter  1)  the season between summer 

and winter. 

 

      

B)  Spring  2)  the season between spring 

and autumn. 

 

      

C)  Summer  3)  the season between autumn 

and spring. 

 

      

D)  Autumn  4)  the season between summer 

and spring. 

 

      

   5)  the season between winter 

and summer. 
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18 Match the questions in Column A with the answers in Column B.  
 

  

 Column A  Column B 

 
  

  

А)  What do you do if you 

are hungry?  

 1)  I know all elements.  

      

B)  What do you do if you 

are thirsty?  

 2)  I talk to my friend.  

      

C)  What do you do if you 

are cold?  

 3)  I drink water.  

      

D)  What do you do if you 

are sad?  

 4)  I put on my 

sweater. 

 

      

   5)  I eat something.  

 

19 Match the sentences in Column A with the replies in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B  

 
  

  

А)  Hi. How are you doing 

this afternoon?  

 1)  Yes, I’d like a coca cola.  

      

B)  Certainly, here you are.  2)  That will be 35 somoni.  
      

C)  Grilled chicken and 

cheese. 

 3)  That sounds good. 

I'll have that. 

 

      

D)  Would you like 

something to drink? 

 4)  Fine, thank you. Can 

I see a menu, please? 

 

      

   5)  Thank you. 

What’s today’s special? 

 

 

20 Match the sentences in Column A with the continuations in Column B. 
 

  

Column A  Column B  

 
  

  

А)  Nodira puts some salad  1)  of cold water.   
      

B)  Firuz always drinks milk  2)  in their garden.  
      

C)  Aziza and Umed prefer much 

sugar 

 3)  on her plate.  

      

D)  Rustam and Saodat grow 

flowers 

 4)  with their coffee.  

      

   5)  from his cup.  

 


